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Caving Calendar
May 7

Grotto Meeting. 7:30 p.m. World War Memorial. Program: Kelly McNamara will do a
show about her Hawaii vacation on the Big Island, which included visiting, surveying
and photographing some caves. Not knowing any cavers there, she asked Indy and
Bloomington cavers for Hawaii contacts which led to her first survey trip and more!

May 10

PARTY for Tim McLain!!! Rand-E-Vous Inn southwest of Corydon.

May 13

Open Library night at Bob Vandeventer’s home, 525 Lawndrive Drive,
Greenwood. 317-888-4501.

May 14

CIG E-Board Meeting, 7:30 p.m. Design-Aire.

May 16–18

Spring MVOR. The Exeter Corn Maze. Exeter, Missouri.
http://www.exetercornmaze.com.

May 17

Monthly Grotto Trip to Cave River Valley, Endless Cave and River Cave, contact leader
Charlie Vetters at 317-407-3753 or charlievetters@gmail.com.

May 23-26

Speleofest, Lonestar Preserve, KY

May 24

CIG Garage Sale Fundraiser. Save your valuable items for this.

May 30-June 1

SERA Cave Carnival, NSS Headquarters, Huntsville, AL

June 7

Monthly Grotto Trip to Sullivan’s Cave.

June 14

Joe’s Freak Show Fish Fry is cancelled.

June 20-22

Karst-O-Rama at Great Saltpetre Cave Preserve in Mount Vernon, Meeting Minutes . . . . . . . 72
KY

July 14–18

NSS National Convention, Huntsville, Alabama. Contact Olivia
:Liv” McKinsey 678-492-1825. http://nss2014.caves.org

August 8–10

Official Date of Cave Capers at Crawford County Fair Grounds.

October 25

NSS Board of Directors Meeting in Indianapolis, Indiana

August, 2015

NSS National Convention, Waynesville, Missouri.

Welcome to the French
Underground . . . . . . . . . . 66
Product Review:
El Speleo Limited Edition
Cave Light . . . . . . . . . . . . 70
March E-Board and Regular

Speleolog . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73
The Back Page  . . . . . . . . . 74

July 17–23, 2016 NSS National Convention, Ely, Nevada.

News and Notes

May 17th Monthly Grotto Trip to Endless and River Caves in Cave River Valley The DNR will be giving access to a few
select caves in Spring Mill Park and Cave River Valley beginning in May 2014. These caves have been closed for years since
the first threat of White Nose Syndrome (WNS). Through countless hours of continuous work over the past few years by
many dedicated cavers the DNR has finally given in to 4 caves out of the 3000+ caves on DNR properties and have allowed
regulated access. Due to a lot of interest, sign up early as there will be a limit of 30 people total that this trip can accommodate.
Go to cigcaves.com for all the details.
61st Annual Indiana Cave Capers, August 8-10, 2014! Presented by the Central Indiana Grotto at the
Crawford County Fairgrounds (the site of the 2007 NSS Convention). Featuring a Friday night open jam
and campground party hosted by the Shallow Grotto, great caving and led cave trips, vertical practice, Capers vendor Inner Mountain Outfitters, a Saturday night banquet and speaker, door prizes, and more!
Front Cover: Grotte des Demoiselles “Bauma de las fadas” – Plateau du Thaurac. No specific date of discovery but the first
recorded exploration was by Marsollier in 1780 and first mapping was done by E. Martel in 1889. Grotte des Demoiselles
is mentioned in many tales and mythology of the Languedoc, for example, a white fairy appears when lit by a torch. It has
been a show cave since 1931 with a dug out entrance and small train tour. www.demoiselles.com.
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Welcome to the
French
Underground
By Rich Lunseth
Aven du Mas D’Artamon 2008 –“la chatiere” avant le P20.

Grotte de Clamouse

We had a very special program at the April CIG Month- in France. Later Charlie and I agreed that it would be rely Meeting. Petit Tour de France of Speleology and related ac- ally cool to have him do a presentation at one of our CIG
tivities by Guillaume Vailhé.
Monthly Meetings. Well, Charlie joined the CIG E-board
Some time ago, I accidentally came across some incred- and made it happen.
ible images of caves in a travel brochure on France and was
Guillaume did not disappoint. First he gave us a quick
awestruck at how incredible the photos were. I thought I had bio. He is from the ancient town of Paulhan in the Languedseen everything France had to offer when I had toured Paris oc region in the south of France about 35 km from Montpelon my honeymoon, but the huge passages pictured in the lier. This is one of the richest karst areas in France, and his
brochure were filled with massive decorations that dwarfed parents were very big into caving, climbing and enjoying the
the towering beauty of the Notre Dame cathedral of Paris. outdoors and they took him along wherever they went.
Then saw photos of wall painting created by early man that made Monet look
like a finger painter. I thought “Wow, I
never realized there was so much more to
France than museums, sidewalk cafes and
croissants”
Then I met Guillaume on a cave trip
at Capers a couple of years ago. Having
studied French in high school and college, I really enjoyed listening to his accent. Then last summer, Charlie Vetters
and I ran into Guillaume again on a trip
through Shiloh Cave. We had several more
conversations as you usually do on a cave
trip, and we to found out he was a pretty
serious caver and had grown up caving Paulhan Circulade (10th century)
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Carcassonne Fortress built 50 BC –1200 AD.

Next, Guillaume talked about signs underground. Most back country is public and thank
the Federation Francaise de Spele- god, if you do happen to trespass, it is illegal for the owners
ologie or the FFS which currently to hurt you.
has about 9,500 members and like
As far as the actual caving goes, the French use most of
the NSS, is experiencing a decline the same equipment we use. Same lights, same suits, some of
in membership. The FFS is publicly the same vertical equipment depending on the cave type of
recognized to
manage the French underground. He
said the FFS is made up of cavers from
many different clubs. The members of
these clubs ar very close and are often
rather cliquey. They
don’t always survey
and create maps
of their caves and
when they do, they
are not very willing
to share them with Le Comité
Départemental de
other clubs.
The FFS is also Spéléologie 34
mandated by law to
organize and carry out cave rescues. ER
and fire station units take charge at the
surface. He said all rescue services are
“Free for all” in France, and the bill is
paid by the local government authorities. This sounds good for the cavers of
France, but can be tough on the smaller
towns who don’t have a bunch of Euros What all the well dressed French cavers are wearing this season.
laying around. He said it tends to make
some towns grumpy about cavers coming around but some cave, but I think the most important piece of equipment the
towns go all in and do whatever they can to get cavers to French bring in their packs is a corkscrew. The French love
their wine, I have tasted it over there so I don’t blame them,
show up and spend money.
There are “ground rules” in the French underground. and they don’t go underground without it. French wine,
You can only own the surface, below is public so no fences or French cheese and French bread, magnifique!
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Guillaume then showed us a map of France with geology, major towns and cities and locations of many of the
more famous caverns in France. He then told us about some
of the more famous and beautiful caves.

Henri Breuil in 1948 in the Grotte de Lascaux (Grotte Chauvet)
making a point about some 17,300 year old paleolithic paintings.
The cave was discovered and first explored in 1940 by a boy whose
dog fell into a small hole. www.lascaux.culture.fr

La Pierre Saint Martin cave system (above and below) was first
studied by Martel. The first pit was discovered in 1950. There are
over 120 miles of horizontal cave and over 2000 pits, 50 of which
are more than 1000 feet deep. The deepest cave in the system is 4,630
feet from entrance to the bottom. Salle de la Verna, a huge room, is
804 feet in diameter and 637 feet tall. There is even an underground
electric power plan built in 2008. www.laverna.fr

Grotte de Clamouse, 12,000 fteet of passage, is show cave with a
cliff-side walk-in entrance and a diverse variety of formations.
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Guillaume proceeded to show and tell us about some of
his more unforgettable escapades in wild caves, pits, rock
walls and canyons he explored before he made his way to the
States, Indiana and Valparaiso where he lives a slightly less
daring day to day life.

Via ferratta du Diable, 2009. Via ferrata is a hiking and climbing
area on permanent lines that give you access to gorgeous places.
Grand Aven du Mont Marcou (above and below) is a network of
pits and galleries with amazing green formations containing cobalt
with a total depth of 1,132 feet.

581 ft.

1,132 ft.
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The last rappel at Val D’angouir is a gorges du Verdon, canyon with
underground passage, and is known to be one of the most beautiful of
France. It contains 19 waterfalls, 1,000 foot vertical distance from top
to bottom, and is 2.8 horizontal miles near the tourist town of Moustiers
Sainte-Marie.

After an amazing presentation like this, I gain a new appreciation for how large and diverse this planet of ours is. In my
life I have barely scratched the surface of seeing everything
I would like to see in our United States. I then think how
great it would be to quit my job and spend the rest of my
life wandering the world and experiencing all it has to offer.
At that point I sigh and wipe away the tear in the corner of
my eye and stop off at the nearest gas station to purchase
a lottery ticket on my way to taking another circle around
Buckner’s Cave.
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Product Review:

El Speleo Limited Edition
Cave Light
by Jeff Cody

In late February El Speleo released it newest headlamp
called The Limited Edition. This is the third caving specific
headlamp from the Croatian based manufacturer. The first
was the 1600 that has two LEDs one flood and one spot
with a single setting on spot of 600 Lumen and six settings
on flood with a max of 1000 Lumen. In early 2013 El Speleo
released the 2000 model. This model also has two LEDs, one
flood and one spot with six settings on both flood and spot
with a max of 1000 Lumen on each. Both of these lights
allow the use of either spot or flood and not both at once.
Both of the previous models used three rechargeable 18650
Lithium Ion batteries inside of an outer case. The case was
not really designed to be opened as they are sealed with a
resin before the box is screwed closed. Both of the previous
models are controlled by a single toggle type switch.
The new Limited Edition model differs from the previous two in several ways. One is it uses the Xm-l2 neutral
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white Led. This model has nine output modes. Four for flood (10, 30,
60, 100 percent) and three for spot
(30, 60, 100 percent) and unlike the
previous models it has two modes for
both flood and spot, one at 50 and
one at 100 percent. Mode 9 is 100
percent with both flood and spot
and will run for a few minutes then
dial down. Max output on flood is
listed at 1200 Lumen and for spot
is 800 Lumen. This light also uses
a rotational click switch instead of
the toggle switch. Another upgrade
is the battery box opens without using a tool and you can carry an extra
battery and insert into the case while
inside the cave, if needed. There is
also an optional AA case that also
goes into the outer case, this case
operates off three AA batteries. The
previous model also has an optional
AA case but does not go inside the
outer case. The use of AA batteries
is advised for lower settings as a back up power source. Another improvement is the 18650 battery pack. This one uses
the Panasonic 3400 mAh batteries where the previous models used lower capacity Lithium Ion 18650s. The Limited
Edition has a weight of 369 g for the head and battery case
and 142 g for the 3 18650 battery pack. This light also has
battery indicator lights built in the head. Waterproof rating is Ip67, not for diving use. Temperature is limited at 70
degrees C and the light also is voltage controlled where it
will go to half power to save capacity. Price is currently at
620.00 US Dollars for the package that consist of the light,
10200 mAh Panasonic Li Ion battery pack, a 1A charger, the
adapter cable for charger/ battery and mounting hardware.
By comparison, the previous 2000 package sold for 420.00
US dollars for the package. The head connects to the battery
via a small JST connector, the charger and AA case also uses
the same connector. This is a smaller connector than what
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is used on the 2000 model due to the connector fits inside
the battery case. The connector on the 2000 is much larger.
The 2000 model has a battery case that does not open so the
connector is outside the case. I suspect there are other differences in electronics but I am no expert on internals so I will
not comment on any of those differences.
I received my Limited edition in early March. I suspect
I was one of the first to get one here in the USA. I had also
received my previous 2000 model sooner than most. After
opening the box I found this light has a similar appearance
“in the head” to the previous model, except the battery indicator lights. The battery case has a different look than the
previous model. I soon mounted this to a Petzl Ecrin Roc. I
waited until dark and took it outside and compared it to the
previous 2000 model. The spot and flood settings appeared
similar except I could see this light has a warmer color to it
than my 2000. I found the rotational switch easier to use
than the toggle but both are easy to reach with gloves on.
The limited edition has a combined five fewer levels on spot
and flood than the 2000 ( 3 spot vs 6 and 4 flood vs 6) but I
found that I did not use all the settings on my 2000 so this
will not be an issue for me. I will make the trade off to get
the two settings with both spot and flood. Like the 2000
the flood is incredible, it lights up all around you including
your feet when looking forward. The spot is a wider angle
spot than found on most sport lamps and flashlights. When
doing a direct comparison on spot vs a sport light or flashlight of similar or lesser Lumen the sport light will appear to
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be brighter and equally as far reaching but not near as wide
of a spot. Also an important feature on the spot vs. sport or
flashlights is the spot will light more area between you and
where the spot is pointed and does not appear to leave a
void or a lesser amount of light between you and where the
spot is pointed. This optic is preferred for caving situations.
If I know I am going to be in a situation of large passage or
maybe a deep pit or tall domes I will also bring a bright flashlight like my Fenix LD 41 or TK 51 to get that narrow more
far reaching beam. My preferred setting for most caving is
the 50 percent flood and spot, this gives a nice spread of
light suitable for just about anything. I did run some testing
on run times and with this new battery running it on various settings, it took a couple days to run it down turning it
on and changing the settings several times for various times
on each setting. The light is programmed to switch down if
left on higher settings, so it really is hard to run this thing
down. I actually got tired of messing with it and charged it
back up after two days and it was not run all the way down
after switching it to various settings and turning it off several
times to simulate what you would do caving. When taking
this into a cave, it (like the 2000 model) is easy to see the
more desirable optic than what you get on sport lights.
My final thoughts on this light is that it is an improvement over the previous models. Like the previous models it
appears to have a sturdy build especially when comparing
to a sport light. There are a couple things I do like better
on the 2000 than the Limited Edition. One is the head is
of slightly smaller diameter on
the 2000, I suspect this is due to
the battery indicator lights. Also,
I prefer the larger connector on
the 2000 model vs the smaller
JST connector on this newer
model. I understand that due to
the connector being inside the
outer battery box the larger connector is not an option. With a
price tag of 620.00 US dollars
I understand this light may not
be within reach of many cavers
but it is very nice and bright.
This light, like the previous
model, has been used in deep
1000 meter plus expeditions in
Croatia so I suspect it will serve
a recreational caver like myself
just fine. El Speleo lights can be
purchased in The USA at www.
elspeleo.com or at Inner Mountain outfitters.
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Meeting Minutes

March CIG Regular Meeting Minutes
Wednesday, April 2nd, 2014

1. Dean Wiseman opens with talking about T-shirt designs.
2. Started with caving recently, going around the room to see if folks
have been caving, which several had, lots of repeat cave trips from
regulars as well as some visitors.
3. Dean talked about seeing Spike Selig.
4. Joe talked about and handed out the Speleologs and attendance
sheet that I passed around. Joe went over the membership policies
and applications and Dean mentioned that if your dues are passed
you need to re up the dues.
5. Dean talked about our program coming up and introduced the
presenter.
6. Rich talked about the treasury report and talked about sending out
a list of folks that haven’t paid their dues. Also about newsletters
and getting the newsletter monthly.
7. Dean talked about the web page, thanking Charlie, and mentioned
the Facebook page.
8. Meeting after the meeting at the Slippery Noodle was mentioned
by Dean.
9. Spiral room trip that Dean is wanting to set up – a photo trip.
10. Rich gave a summary of the Grotto trip combined with a Boy
Scout trip. Talked about Roberts cave and having a good time.
11. Dean asked Paul about the upcoming Grotto trip, Bill Greenwald
mentioned that he is going to Scenic Hills camp to do some digging and rappel sites, if interested talk to Bill about this trip. Paul
has two other trips set up so he wouldn’t be able to go on a trip this
month.
March CIG Board Meeting Minutes
Wednesday, April 9th, 2014
1. CIG E-board Meeting Minutes April 2014
2. Dean Wiseman called the meeting to order, also present were
Vice Chair Joe Kinder, Treasurer Rich Lunseth, Board members
Charlie Vetters, and Bart Bridge, secretary Ron Adams, and also
Bob Vandeventer.
3. First discussed was the Poster that Charlie created for Capers,
and getting it out to some prime locations, sport stores, colleges,
etc.
4. Bart announced that he may have a cousin’s wedding to attend
instead of making Cave Capers. Boooo
5. We have several members to contact about lapsed dues, many
whom just have not gotten around to paying yet, Rich will refresh the list and then Joe will contact them to beg them to re-up,
Ron is willing to help.
6. A grotto trip to Sullivan Cave is being planned by Dean and
others for a grotto trip to set up candles in the spiral room in
the form of a spiral for the June trip. The May trip will be led by
Charlie to Cave River Valley.
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12. Upcoming events. April 26th – Indiana Cave Symposium at the
Lawrence county fairgrounds. Pitch in at 5 and meeting starts @ 7.
May 10th – memorial party for Tim McLain, held at Rand Heazlits house and contact Dave Everton @ deverton@indiana.edu.
Sat. May 24th – CIG garage sale. Saturday before the Indy 500
held at Bob Vandeventer. Money from this will help our keynote
speaker for Cave Capers and his travel cost. July 14th -18th is the
NSS convention in Huntsville, AL. August 8-10 – 61st Annual
Cave Capers held at the Crawford County Fairgrounds.
13. Board of Governors meeting.
14. NSS purchased the property of New River Cave in West Virginia;
RASS is offering a $50,000 match to contribute to the NSS headquarters; Dave Haun is looking to have members help with roofing
the kitchen at the NSS headquarters, SUPPORT THE CIG!!!!
15. NSS headquarters – moving in, within a few weeks.
16. T-Shirt Design contest and there is a possible Cave Capers theme?
Pick the design and at the intermission we are going to pick the Tshirt.
17. Land Owner and Caver of the Year awards for the Capers. The list
of previous winners is on the site.
18. Bridge Day is coming up – the team registration is being opened –
Dean is suggesting the High Hanging Hoosiers.
19. Rich did the raffle for a cave gift and Horace won this prize.
20. Dean went through the t-shirt design contestants and we all voted
and #3, a design by Charlie Vetters, won.
21. The presentation began. Excellent program on caves of France.

7. Volunteers for capers will be needed and we discussed ways to get
more people involved, Charlie will solicit folks at meetings. We
want more caves, trips… and more people involved. Advertising ideas, fliers for college campuses printed with our new to us
printer, and using the Susie Strickland salamander design with
the Capers logo as a permanent Capers logo.
8. The BOG meeting will be held in Indy in October, and Dean is
not having luck on a meeting room at U of I for the BOG meeting. He is now thinking about the international school where
his wife works, and Bart offered to inquire at Park Tudor High
School.
9. Ron will send the program info to Rich and Charlie for the next
meeting, Kelly McNamara will be doing a Hawaii show.
10. SERA will be held at the new NSS HQ on the 30th of May. The
NSS Office is hoping to be moved in by then and volunteers are
badly needed for that project. Dean is soliciting for anyone available to go down for a weekend.
11. Joe Kinder bailed out on the planned Joe’s Freak Show fish fry at
his place in south Johnson County for this year and plans to tease
us with it again next year.
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12. Charlie set up a deadline for the Capers guidebook content for
July 13th… Ron suggested that we solicit pictures of Tim McClain caving for the cover of the guidebook, and he discussed
the general sections of a guidebook and how the content has
been handled by Tom. Also we need to get Tom’s electronic copy
of last year’s guidebook. The formats were also discussed.
13. Bart will be printing 30 posters for us to spread around for the

next grotto meeting. Bart will also be printing the Capers guidebook and he is pulling for getting it done for the cost of the paper and it may include color content on the interior of the book.
14. Fig Newton will be bringing some firewood for Capers, and will
inquire about getting the fire tube rig often used for Hogfest.
15. Dean wants to get everyone going on getting sponsors for the
Capers guidebook for the May e-board meeting.

Speleolog
Date> March 15, 2014
Cave> Pine Hill Cave
Location> Mount Vernon, KY
By> Jeff Cody
With> Joe Kinder, Jamison
Kinder, Dave Stahl
Comments> Skylight Dome
and back
Date> March 22, 2014
Cave> Marengo
Location> Marengo, IN
By> Bill Greenwald
With> Mark Campbell and 25
others for a special tour of the
cave by Gordon Smith
Comments> Tour followed
an open IKC meeting. Mark
and I did some hiking after
supper that evening and SE of
Mitchell and found a new cave
entrance. Had a very good day.
Date> March29, 2014
Cave> Cave River Valley
Location> Campbellsburg, IN
By> Keith Dunlap
With> Bruce Trottr, Jerry
Lewis
Comments> Performed
entrance location work for the

Indiana Cave Survey. Located
25 caves/karst features on
IDNR property.
Date> February 23, 2014
Cave> May’s
Location> Round Cove TN
By> Kelly McNamara
With> Jenna Kaplan (leader),
Zach Brown, 2 IU Students
Comments> Started cave surveying and then went caving
when we were too cold
Date> February 22, 2014
Cave> Sullivan Cave
Location> Mount Vernon, KY
By> Kelly McNamara
With> Kevin Romanak
(leader), Melissa Fitzpatrick,
some Boy Scouts
Comments> Had a great time.
A Boy Scout Leader took a
swim in the river.
Date> March 13, 2014
Cave> Truitt’s Cave
Location> Bloomington, IN
By> Sam Frushour
With> IU Caving Club
Comments> Photos

Date> March 15, 2014
Cave> Pine Hill Cave
Location> Somerset, KY
By> Joe Kinder
With> Jeff Cody, Jamison
Kinder, Dave Stahl
Comments> Great trip for
son Jamison. Thank you Jeff
for guiding and thank you
Dave and Jeff for helping me
with Jamison on some of the
exposed areas.
Date> March 29, 2014
Cave> Blue Springs Cave, Bottom’s Enterance
Location> Bedford, IN
By> Joe Kinder
With> Jesse Houser, Dave
Everton
Comments> Lots of enterance
passage improvement, set bolts
to anchor canoes, cleaned out
an old johnboat. Great day.
Date> March 22-23, 2014
Cave> Neversink/Valhalla (22)
and Stephen’s Gap (23)
Location> Scottsborro, AL
By> Joe Kinder

With> Jesse Houser, Jenna
Kaplan, Bart Bridge, Dave
Stahl, Elliot Stahl, Gwendyr
Meridith, Chris Nurnberger,
Reid Wrightman, Zack and
Margie Snyder
Comments> Great trip with
great friends
Date> March 22, 2014
Cave> Marengo Cave
Location> Marengo, IN
By> Bob Vandeventer
With> IKC Directors
Comments> We had our tour
by Gordon Smith and got to
see and hear all about the cave
Date> March 22, 2014
Cave> Trapper Cave
Location> IN
By> Kelly McNamara
With> Danyele Cottrell
(leader), Tymme Laun, Brian
Cross, Jonathan Annonson
Comments> Wet but fun, saw
salamanders

Follow Capers on
Facebook I spread
the word
E
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The back page

Photos taken by Rich Lunseth

Top: Panorama of land above
Salt’s Cave.
Middle left: Rhino
Formation of Reeve’s Cave.
Middle right: Decorated
walls of Buddha Cave.
Bottom: Massive columns in
Ben’s Room of Reeve’s Cave.

CIG Interactive

Be sure to visit the grotto’s new website
at www.cigcaves.com.
We have created a new, more accessible website for our members
and visitors. Please visit all the pages and if you have any
suggestions, stories or images you want to share, you can do it
there.

If you would like to unsubscribe, just send a message to
cig-list-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com.

Join in on the conversation.
CIG Members may sign up for our grotto Yahoo Group. This
group is members only and spam free. To participate, just send a
message to cig-list-subscribe@yahoogroups.com.

To see an archive of past messages and other information about
the list, go to http://groups. yahoo.com/group/cig-list/.
To post a message to the list, send it to
cig-list@yahoogroups.com.
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If your e-mail address does not identify you by name, include
a message with your real name in your request to join. If you
change your e-mail address, you will need to sign up again.

Central Indiana Grotto

Find us on Facebook
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